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ARCHIDIS Intensive program 2012 – task one part two 

 

 

a. your understanding of  ‘record’ 

To me, a record represents a transaction and constitutes a piece of evidence – anything from a signed 

contract to an automatically sent text message that confirms payment of your movie tickets. When 

referring to something as a record, the emphasis is on the evidetiary value, and perhaps not as much on 

the cultural or social aspects. When dealing with records, the focus is on the present. The needs of the 

creator or recipient of the records will dictate how they are managed, not the possible needs of future 

generations. 

 

 

b. your understanding of  ‘archive’ 

An archive can be anything from the physical building or place where documents or records are kept, 

to the people managing them, to a virtual environment where certain documents or records are made 

available. 

 

My understanding is that the cultural and social aspects are more present when referring to archival 

material, as opposed to records, which have a more business oriented focus. 

 

 

c. whether there is any difference between the two in your national context 

I Norway, we do not really have any distinctions between archival work and records management. For 

instance, my job title is Archivist, although my work primarily revolves around the management of 

documents with evidentiary value for my employer. 

 

More and more private and public companies in Norway are getting various ISO certifications. The 

ISO standards often refer to the concept of records, which, supposedly for lack of a better term, has 

been translated into the Norwegian word for registrations. This often causes confusion. 

 

 

d. your understanding of  ‘appraisal’ 

I understand appraisal as the process of evaluating evidentiary or archival value in order to decide the 

length of the retention periods. 

 

 

e. your impression of how ‘appraisal’ is or is not changing in the digital environment 

The evaluation of evidentiary or archival value needs to take into account the different contexts that 

the record or document may be interpreted in. The evidentiary or archival value must be assessed with 

basis in the original context, but one also has to take into account any other current contexts, and even 

possible future contexts (will this information be valuable to future generation in their studies of the 

past?). This represents enormous challenges. 

 

One piece of information may not have much value in itself, but viewing all the pieces of information 

as a whole, may result in new understandings. This has happened when researching certain Twitter 

hashtags used during the Arabic spring. The result is more comprehensive knowledge in the field of 

meme theory – we now know more about how small pieces of information travel within social groups, 

and the characteristics of the information getting the most attention. Should this material/data not be 

preserved as a whole for future generations, any future contexts or understandings may never be 

applied to it to create new knowledge. 
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I think that when the way we communicate and document our activities changes, the way we preserve 

the evidences of this communication and documentation, should also change. The digital ages allows 

us to preserve greater and greater amounts of data. The challenge lies in making sense of it all. I think 

that appraisal can be a valuable tool in this regard, although only if we are adequately aware of the fact 

that what we choose to preserve is a result of our current pre-understanding. We should therefore also 

appreciate the importance of trying to document this pre-understanding as thoroughly as possible. 

 

My answer to whether or not appraisal is changing in the digital environment is both yes and no. The 

basic criterias of appraisal may not be that much different for material that used to be analogue and is 

now digital, but our understanding and use of appraisal as a necessary tool in modern information 

retrieval processes, should perhaps be. 

 

 

f. details of any personal experience with undertaking appraisal 

The Archives Act of Norway forbids any public sector body to dispose of archival material without the 

consent of the Director General of the National Archival Services. As stated by the National Archives 

of Norway on their website, "the ban on disposal in the Archives Act takes precedence over provisions 

concerning disposal in or pursuant to other laws". This, however, does not apply to private companies 

or even to publicly owned companies. Where I work, we are obliged to continuously dispose of 

records that hold customer information because The Personal Data Act forbids the retention of this 

information beyond the time that is absolutely necessary to deal with the customer's request. The 

disposal plans must be approved by The Data Inspectorate. I am currently about to start a larger 

disposal project based on these premises. 


